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Graphene-based non-volatile memory devices composed of a single-layer graphene channel and an
Al2O3/HfOx/Al2O3 charge-storage layer exhibit memory functionality. The impact of the gate
material’s work-function (U) on the memory characteristics is investigated using different types of
metals [Ti (UTi ¼ 4.3 eV) and Ni (UNi ¼ 5.2 eV)]. The ambipolar carrier conduction of graphene
results in an enlargement of memory window (DVM), which is 4.5 V for the Ti-gate device and
9.1 V for the Ni-gate device. The increase in DVM is attributed to the change in the flat-band
C 2012 American
condition and the suppression of electron back-injection within the gate stack. V
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3675633]
The 2-dimensionality of graphene allows scaling beyond
the complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)
technology, which could be instrumental for high-density
storage memory applications. In recent years, several types
of graphene-based memory devices have been proposed:
resistive-switching memories using graphene-oxide,1–3 ferroelectric memories with graphene channel,4,5 charge transfer
memories using dielectric stacks on graphene6 or reduced
graphene-oxide,7 a flash memory with graphene floatinggate,8 and nano-electromechanical switches.9,10 Furthermore, by integrating graphene with polymers and/or flexible
substrates,11–13 a spectrum of graphene-based memory applications is streaming toward transparent flexible- and
wearable-electronics. Meanwhile, in CMOS technology, 3dimensional (3D) integration of memory structures has been
proven to be useful for maximizing memory capacity.14
Thus, combining the advantages in both graphene and 3D
memory-structures could provide solutions to current challenges in the field of electronic memories. For example, the
scaling limit and the short-channel-effects in CMOS memory
devices can be resolved through the ambipolar carrier conduction and the absence of charge depletion in graphene.
In this letter, we report on the electrical characteristics
of a non-volatile charge-trap flash memory composed of a
graphene-channel field-effect-transistor (gFET) and a 3D
charge storage stack of Al2O3/HfOx/Al2O3 (AHA). In order
to maximize the memory effect in an AHA-gFET structure,
we vary the gate electrode material and investigate the
impact of gate work-function difference on the memory
characteristics of AHA-gFETs.
The schematic of the AHA-gFET memory structure is
illustrated in Fig. 1(a). First, the single-layer graphene (SLG)
grown on Cu by chemical vapor deposition15 is transferred
onto a SiO2 (1000 Å)/nþ-Si substrate. As shown in Fig. 1(b),
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the Raman spectrum of SLG exhibits single Lorentzian peaks
at the G and 2D bands with a high 2D/G ratio (>2), which
indicates high-quality SLG.16 Second, the SLG channel area
is patterned by photolithography and etched by oxygen
plasma. Then, the Ti/Al source (S)/drain (D) electrodes are
formed by e-beam evaporation and lift-off [Fig. 1(c)]. By
using a graphene-channel and metal S/D, the thermal budget
is reduced compared to CMOS because the high-temperature
processes necessary for forming the S/D junctions are eliminated. Next, to promote the nucleation of Al2O3 on graphene,17 an ultrathin Al layer (10 Å) is deposited onto the
SLG channel and is oxidized in air. The triple stack of the
AHA (71/69/330 Å) high-k dielectric layers is subsequently
deposited by atomic-layer deposition. Finally, the gate electrode is formed by a standard lift-off process. We used two
different kinds of gate metals (Ti and Ni) to examine the
effects of the work-function (U) on the memory characteristics
of the AHA-gFETs. Figure 1(d) displays the cross-sectional
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image of the asfabricated AHA-gFET, where the layered structures are
clearly noticeable.
Figure 2(a) shows the drain current vs. gate voltage (IDVG) characteristics depending on the program voltage (VP)
of the Ti-gate AHA-gFET. In stand-by mode (VP ¼ 0), the
device exhibits a typical V-shaped curve where the chargeneutrality point (VDirac) is observed at 0 V [gray curve].
After applying VP (12 V), the VDirac positively shifts, and
the amount of shift (DVDirac) increases with VP. The positive
DVDirac is attributed to the reduction of electrochemical
potential (l) in the AHA gate stack due to the electron
injection18–20 from SLG to AHA. Figure 2(b) shows the
ID-VG characteristics depending on the erase voltage (VE) on
the same device. The VDirac slightly shifts toward the negative direction when a negative VE (¼ 12 to 14 V) is
applied and is ascribed by the increase of l in the AHA due
to the hole injection from SLG to AHA. However, when VE
exceeds 16 V, the VDirac suddenly turns and moves back
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Schematic view of the device structure. (b)
Raman spectrum of SLG. (c) SEM image of SLG channel after the formation of S/D electrodes. (d) Cross-sectional TEM image of Ti/Al2O3/HfOx/
Al2O3/SLG/SiO2 stacked layers.

toward the positive direction. This is caused by the electron
back-injection from the Ti-gate to the AHA, which will be
explained later in detail.
In conventional CMOS memory devices, the memory
window (DVM) corresponds to the threshold voltage shift of
the FET (i.e., DVM ¼ DVth  DVFB, where the DVFB is the
flat-band voltage shift due to the electron injection into the
charge storage layer).19,20 Because of the unipolar transport
characteristics in CMOS, the DVth can only be observable in
either the positive or negative direction, which depends on the
charge polarity of majority carriers. Thus, the DVM is only
determined by the positive DVth in n-MOS or the negative
DVth in p-MOS. In the gFET memories, however, the DVM
can be larger because of the ambipolar conduction property.
In other words, the DVM in gFET memories can be defined as
a summation of both the positive maximum DVDirac after a
program operation and the negative maximum DVDirac after
an erase operation [i.e., DVM ¼ jþDVDirac(max)jVPj þ
jDVDirac(max)jVEj]. As indicated in Fig. 2(c), the maximum
DVM of the Ti-gate AHA-gFET is 4.5 V. Here, it should be
noted that the effect of the ultra-thin Al nucleation layer gives
minimal effect on the memory characteristics, since the final
Al2O3 layer shows a low interface state density
(<9.4  1010 cm2),17 which corresponds to a hysteresis of
16 mV when a 45 nm thickness of Al2O3 gate oxide is
assumed.
According to the above description, the electron backinjection at larger VE (15 V) impedes the expansion of
DVM. This is closely related to the U of the gate electrode
because U is a key factor in determining both the barrier
height (/b) and the initial flat-band conditions for the device
[see also Figs. 4(a) and 4(e)]. Thus, in order to suppress the
electron back-injection, we changed the gate electrode from
Ti (UTi ¼ 4.3 eV) to Ni (UNi ¼ 5.1 eV). Similar to the Ti-gate
device, the VDirac is positively shifted when VP is increased
[Fig. 3(a)]. But, a clearly different behavior is observed
when the erase operation is performed. The device exhibits a
systematic DVDirac towards the negative direction up to
VE ¼ 30 V where the electron back-injection occurs [Figs.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) ID-VG characteristic curves of Ti-gate AHAgFET after programming at various VP (¼þ12 – þ24 V; 10 ms; step: þ2 V).
(b) ID-VG characteristic curves of Ti-gate AHA-gFET after erasing at various VE (¼12 to 24 V; 30 ms, step: 2 V). (c) Variation of DVDirac as a
function of VP and VE for Ti-gate AHA-gFET.

3(b) and 3(c)]. As a result, the Ni-gate device exhibits a larger
DVM  9.1 V through an increase in both jþDVDirac(max)jVPj
and jDVDirac(max)jVEj, compared to the Ti-gate device.
On the basis of our device performance, we believe that
the U of gate electrodes plays a crucial role in the memory
characteristics of AHA-gFETs. To understand the impact of
U on the device operation, we compare and explain the carrier transport mechanisms in the AHA-gFETs. Figure 4 represents the energy band diagrams of the Ti-gate and the Nigate AHA-gFET memory devices at various bias conditions.
At zero bias, the /b (¼UGate  UAl2O3 ¼ 4.3–1.0 eV)20 is
3.3 eV and the DE (¼UGate  USLG ¼ 4.3–4.5 eV)20,21 is
0.2 eV for the Ti-gate device [Fig. 4(a)]. For the Ni-gate
device, since the UNi (¼5.2 eV)20 is larger than the UTi, the
/b is increased to 4.2 eV and the DE is reversed to 0.7 eV
[Fig. 4(e)]. As we apply VP beyond the VDirac (e.g.,

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) ID-VG characteristic curves of Ni-gate AHAgFET after programming at various VP (¼þ16 to þ32 V; 10 ms; step:
þ2 V). (b) ID-VG characteristic curves of Ni-gate AHA-gFET after erasing
at various VE (¼16 to 32 V, 30 ms; step: 2 V). (c) Variation of DVDirac
as a function of VP and VE for Ni-gate AHA-gFET.
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EEX and the relatively low /b. The back-injected electrons
reduce the l and a sudden change in DVDirac to the positive
direction occurs. However, in the case of the Ni-gate device
[Fig. 4(d)], the probability of electron back-injection is low
because of the relatively high /b. This allows a further
increase in negative jDVDiracj. As a consequence, the
increase in both jDVDirac(max)jVPj and jDVDirac(max)jVEj
results in the enlargement of DVM.
With regard to the overall memory performance, the operating speed of our graphene charge trap memory would be
limited by the capacitive charging speed of the gate stack,
since the high graphene mobility22,23 of 5000–100 000 cm2/Vs
renders an extremely short transit-time. The retention characteristics show a 30% loss of DVM (/10 years) [data not
shown], which suggests the low-temperature fabrication process has to be optimized in order to improve the retention
characteristics. Furthermore, several methods can be proposed
to improve the On/Off ratio. For example, the low On/Off
ratio (e.g., 3–4 in our AHA-gFETs) can be increased by creating an energy band-gap (Eg) in this otherwise gapless material
through quantum confinement effects (Eg 50 meV) in graphene nanoribbons24 and field-induced effects (Eg
250 meV) in bi or trilayer graphene.25,26
In summary, the AHA-gFETs fabricated with two different gate electrodes (Ti and Ni) show a strong dependence of
their memory characteristics on the U of gate materials. In
comparison with the Ti-gate device (DVM  4.5 V), the Nigate device reveals a larger DVM  9.1 V arising from a
greater value in both jDVDirac(max)jVPj and jDVDirac(max)jVEj.
The increased jDVDirac(max)jVPj is directly attributed to the
positive DE from the flat-band condition, and the increased
jDVDirac(max)jVEj is a result of the high /b.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Energy band diagrams of Ti- and Ni-gate AHAgFETs at various bias conditions. Ti-gate AHA-gFET: (a) VG ¼ 0 V, (b)
VG ¼ þV1, (c) VG ¼ V2, (d) VG ¼ V3 ( V2). Ni-gate AHA-gFET: (e)
VG ¼ 0 V, (f) VG ¼ þV1, (g) VG ¼ V2, (h) VG ¼ V3 ( V2).

VG ¼ þV1  VDirac), the electrons are induced in SLG and
some of the electrons are injected into the AHA due to the
high external electric-field (EEX). At steady state [Figs. 4(b)
and 4(f)], the electrons stored in HfOx reduce the l in the
AHA and causes the effective electric-filed (Eeff) to decrease
near the interface region between Al2O3 and SLG. This creates the positive DVDirac when VP is applied. Here, the difference in flat-band conditions (i.e., DE ¼ 0.2 eV for the
Ti-gate device and DE ¼ þ0.7 eV for the Ni-gate device)
produces a larger DVDirac(max)jVP in the Ni-gate device compared to the Ti-gate device.
In the case of the erase operation [Figs. 4(c) and 4(g)],
the applied VE (e.g., VG ¼ V2  VDirac) induces hole carriers in SLG and the EEX gives rise to the hole injection into
the AHA. Similar to the program operation, the holes stored
in HfOx increases the l in the AHA and the increased Dl
leads to the negative DVDirac. When VE reaches the critical
turning point (e.g., VG ¼ V3  V2), the electron backinjection takes place in the Ti-gate device through FowlerNordheim tunneling [Fig. 4(d)], which is caused by the high
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